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What about ANIPLA?

- **ANIPLA** *(founded in 1956)* is a non-profit association that has become the reference organization for the professionals that operate in the field of industrial automation
ANIPLA: Mission

• **ANIPLA** aims at promoting and disseminating the knowledge, the study, and the application of industrial automation in all its scientific, technological, and economic aspects

• The objective is pursued through the organization of:
  • workshops
  • conferences
  • training courses
  • guided tours at production facilities
  • .....
ANIPLA: The Members

- There exist four types of Members:
  - Individual Members
  - Junior Members (Students)
  - Group Members (Industrial Members)
  - Supporting Members (Industrial Members)

- Members come from a wide spectrum of industrial sectors:
  - Industry (food, automotive, chemical and petrochemical, pharmaceutical, utility ...)
  - Engineering
  - Service
  - Consultants
  - System integrator
  - Public administration
  - University and Public/Private Research Centers
Industrial automation is a technology with a great content of innovation, combined with efficiency, safety and sustainability.

Automation solutions used by some companies are significant references for quality and innovation to other companies.
Control system concept has ancient roots and technological solutions provided to realize it went through different phases, with a significant speedup during the last two centuries.

Countless are the automation areas in which systems are applied: standard manufacturing chain, power generation plants, chemical processes control and utilities.

ANIPLA is committed to support OEM companies and END USER, providing automation solutions strategic for business.
ANIPLA

- ANIPLA is also a landmark for the future “automation engineers” graduated in the Italian Universities.

- Every year ANIPLA organizes meetings between students, attending the last years of University, and Italian Industry in order to present to them the activities developed by the companies working in the Automation sector. Meeting locations are the Universities of: Parma, Bologna, Brescia, Udine, Padova, L’Aquila, Genova, Pavia, Pisa, Roma...
ANIPLA: Contacts

- **Association Secretariat:**
  phone: +39-02-76002311
e-mail: anipla@anipla.it

- **Web site:**
  www.anipla.it